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About This Game

LabRpgUp is a unique J-RPG game. Travel through dark labyrinths filled with old guards. Can you find a way out?

Features

+4 Varied levels
+ Convenient operation

+ Low system requirements
+ Low price
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Title: !LABrpgUP!
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
UPandQ
Publisher:
UPandQ
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: xp

Processor: any

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: any

DirectX: Version 9.0a

English
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I wanted to like this game, has a lot of potential with the idea but the controls are too arcady for my liking and there is not much
else other than driving around in circles. They had a great concept but with a few to many missteps it just didn't do the job. It is
also beginning to show it's age. There are much better car games out there for around the same price.. This is the most
disgusting thing I have ever seen in my life. No control options is the best thing EVER! Now I dont have to mess with using a
controller or even a wheel cuz I just don't have the ability to! No more mucking around with "PRETTY" games either this one is
all gameplay. About the gameplay? Well, I tell you, Don't bother with any of these complicated games with gas, brake, HAND
brake, views, FUN... Wow, it's just too much hassle to learn how to steer anything these days so this game gets it right it just
does away with anything other than the BARE essentials! Go, stop, shoot the challenge guns and jerk violently to one side or the
other, who needs anything else? The track design is just THE most amazing! Imagine a racing game you have to actually figure
out where the track is! Ya, I know right? It's great it's like you get a free adventure game all included! Don't wast a single penny
on this ♥♥♥♥ing travesty. Buy a good game instead.... What a terrible game. After about 1min of gametime, I figured out how
to put myself in a state where victory was assured, and after that, the question was just "do I have the willpower to see this
through?". After 5 min of gametime, I was making a good profit. After 6 min, got annoyed with the music and turned off the
game, looked up if there was any chance of me losing if I had kept playing, and then knew that this game was a waste of time.

Graphics & Sound
Evopollution has a simple pixelated art-style, somewhat similar to that of the 16-bit era of consoles (the way the game looks
actually reminds me the typical SNES action/adventure game, minus all the characters & creatures). It's a simple, but not a bad
look. Some things are animated, and the animations are simple, but do the job well enough.
The background music in this game gets annoying fast. It should have been more low-key and soothing, that would have fit this
game a lot better.

Gameplay
The idea behind Evopollution is that you're supposed to generate profit without destroying the world around you. This is done
through building some different buildings. Some generate more profit, but more pollution, some less profit and less pollution,
and some does not generate pollution at all. Trees take money, but remove pollution. If pollution gets to high, then disasters
starts happening.
If you just build low-pollution buildings (solar powerplants & windfarms), put some trees between them, and then build some
power storage (pollution-free profit based on the number of solar plants and windfarms you have), you can't lose. It might not be
the absolutely most effective way of winning, but you can't lose. If you would really want to make things as effective as
possible, I guess there's some room for staying with the game, but there is an optimal mix, and it's not going to be very hard to at
least get near it.

Closing thoughts
Evopollution is a terrible game. It's simplistic, repetitive, and it's very easy to put yourself in a state where you can't lose, and all
you need to do is wait for the game to say that you've won.
I get the message the game tries to convey, we need to find a sustainable way of living, producing things, and generating power.
The issue here is that the way the game portrays this is just flat out wrong. To the developer: Please look up what a lifecycle
analysis is. Because if you intend to make another game about sustainability, then having a basic understanding of that is needed
(and time to get political, because the internet loves that ;) Politicians, please also look up these concepts, because otherwise you
end up making misguided efforts that cause more harm than good).. excellent sense of combat
i can fight with 3 diffcult ai now and love it
still want online fight. Good point&click and hidden-object adventure game.
HO scenarios are clear and objects names were translated really good.
The second story has a bug.. I have to say that was much better than I expected. It looked really good on the odyssey+ especially
with the deep black levels. The story was very good, and the devs know how to optimized UE4 to look great in VR (tough to do
sometimes) Please devs make another.. Good game, i enjoyed it.

Could not stop until i reached the end of all 3 levels.

Lasted 81 minutes lol, but still a descent game for the price.

maybe the levels will be longer in the future, who knows.. you know in a hack n slash when you click an enemy to attack them?
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in this game there's a 50% chance you'll instead run headlong into them

that's it. you want to attack? tough luck, my friend, now you're simply running towards danger.

avoid at all costs. even for hack n slash, dungeon crawler fans.

please do avoid.
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Nice riddle game.
Enjoyful.. The game is pretty boring but at least it was done, had 3 achievements and everything worked .. until the developer
decided to add 2 new broken achievements to annoy the people.. unnecessary dickmove. Hands off. Only just getting to grips
with this game - and I must say - the combat mechanics, voice acting and gameplay are all very fluid. This could be a complete
gem ifthe devs keep adding to it. Plenty of gameplay to start with (even for an Early Access Title) and the balance in units
appears great! I hope this game makes it as it's showing a ton of promise up to now!

7\/10 - could easily move higher on release or as things are addded.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dDalsJWVJrI. This game can get a bit repetitive but all in all I love this game.. my
favourite part are the invisible walls in the first mission that won't let me experience the rest of this perfect game because the
developers know we're not ready for it. I love these bite sized adventures, really hope to see a lot more in this style, I can't get
enough of em! Great to have something like this when you find yourself with a spare 20 mins. The art and parser instantly
transports me to how I felt playing parser games as a kid, and I find myself getting a lot more absorbed than I expected for such
a short game about a race of snales in space. I think the parser/control scheme somehow lends itself more to that feeling of
exploration and discovery that makes it very satisfying when you open up the next room, etc. Can't wait for more!. Raceland is
an asset flip of Racing Game Template on the Unity Store.

https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/41864

There is next to nothing the developer Norven Games has done to make a unique product after purchasing the entire asset
template from the store.

The cars, track, customizations and nearly everything else are exactly the same. The only differences I've found are the lack of
background garage when customizing your car and the fact that you have an absurd amount of money when you start the game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=skmVY7uhOJQ

Raceland is a game where you race a car in order to get money and upgrade it. That sounds pretty simple until you realize that
after starting the game, you have too much money instantly to spend on everything. I was able to buy every customization and
upgrade before my first race.

So what's the point in having an upgrade system if you can afford the entire thing right from initial launch? There isn't one,
aside from the fact that Norven Games most likely didn't know how to remove the system, so they just gave you more money so
you can upgrade and actually finish a race.

Without having upgraded my car fully from the start, it would probably be impossible to finish a race. Hell, even with my car
upgraded, the handling and poor controls make it nearly impossible to play the game properly.

Turning corners is the most frustrating thing I've ever experienced in a racing game. In this game, if you take your finger off the
accelerate button it will actually make it more difficult to turn a corner. This is the opposite of literally every other racing game
I've ever played. Even then the car will often not be able to turn a corner unless you slow down to a snails pace.

Even the basic A.I cars don't know how to handle the cars. When you start a race they will all ram into a wall and get stuck in a
pile. It makes sense though because I'm not sure A.I is equipped to drive frozen sticks of butter.

There is only one track in the game despite there being five tracks listed. The others you can pay to unlock with your oodles of
money but they are the exact same track with different lap amounts and less cars.

The thing is, all of these tracks are named "Track 1 - 4" and none of them work. You spawn in as your car and cannot use your
controls at all so you end up stuck at the starting line. Some of the tracks even have broken countdown buttons so the race won't
even start.

Also, if you edit the one track that does work that will also break the timer, or if you are really lucky it will break the escape key
so you can't return to the menu.
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As I was writing this review, it was also pointed out to me that another game set to release today (but probably won't because
asset trash is often repeatedly delayed if people notice) is using the exact same asset pack with little to no changes.

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/768800\/Race\/

Finally, the trailer music for Raceland is a copyrighted song that the developer most likely does not have permission to use.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DxDCQq1lUw8

Raceland is trash and you should run far away from it.

If you found this review helpful, follow my curator page to see everything I cover. 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/29029552\/. Instead of making this try to remake playstation home?. You get what
you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you’re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of
achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don’t waste your money. This is not a game,
it’s just a way of distributing achievements.. Unplayable. Not worth the money
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